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Abstract. The Nordic Seas are an important area of the World Ocean where warm Atlantic
waters penetrate far north forming the mild climate of Northern Europe. These waters represent
the northern rim of the global thermohaline circulation. Estimates of the relationships between
the net heat flux and mixed layer properties in the Nordic Seas are examined. Oceanographic
data are derived from the Oceanographic Data Base (ODB) compiled in the Arctic and
Antarctic Research Institute. Ocean weather ship ‘Mike’ (OWS) data are used to calculate
radiative and turbulent components of the net heat flux. The net shortwave flux was calculated
using a satellite albedo dataset and the EPA model. The net longwave flux was estimated by
Southampton Oceanography Centre (SOC) method. Turbulent fluxes at the air-sea interface
were calculated using the COARE 3.0 algorithm. The net heat flux was calculated by using
oceanographic and meteorological data of the OWS ‘Mike’. The mixed layer depth was
estimated for the period since 2002 until 2009 by the ‘Mike’ data as well. A good correlation
between these two parameters has been found. Sensible and latent heat fluxes controlled by
surface air temperature/sea surface temperature gradient are the main contributors into net heat
flux. Significant correlation was found between heat fluxes variations at the OWS ‘Mike’
location and sea ice export from the Arctic Ocean.

1. Introduction
The ‘Nordic Seas’ is a generalized name for the Norwegian, Greenland and Barents seas. This
region is of primary importance for the climate of the Northern Europe. The Greenland–Scotland
Ridge forms a barrier that constrains the exchange of water between the North Atlantic and the Nordic
Seas. A warm, saline water flows northeastwards in the near-surface layers while cold, fresher water
returns southwestwards partly in the near-surface layers along the Greenland coast and partly in the
bottom layer at several locations across the ridge. This dens overflow results from cooling and
subsequent sinking of near-surface layer waters in the areas north of the Greenland-Scotland Ridge.
After passing the ridge the overflow water changes its properties considerably due to entrainment of
surrounding Atlantic water turn into the North Atlantic Deep Water mass [8]. Oncoming advection of
heat and salt plays vital role in shaping global thermohaline circulation and regional climate. The
properties of the source water masses advected into the region are considerably modified along
pathways by strong air-sea interaction, vertical and lateral mixing, especially during winter season.
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Previous studies have shown that the vertical convective exchange in the Nordic Seas is highly
variable and is very sensitive to the climate change [7,9,10].
The Nordic Seas are strongly affected by the air-sea exchanges of heat, salt and moment. Due to
the warm Norwegian Current the atmosphere gets considerable amount of heat from the ocean. During
the winter cooling a deep homogeneous layer is generated. Under favorable conditions the mixed layer
can reach the bottom. The heat budget of the mixed layer is of particular interest because it governs
the evolution of the sea surface temperature, which is the most important ocean parameter influencing
the atmosphere.
The study of mechanisms of transfer of a climate signal from the surface to deeper layers is
essential for understanding climate change. The intensity of the mixing processes depends on different
factors, including stratification of the water column and atmospheric forcing parameters (air
temperature, wind stress, humidity etc.). The article is focused on algorithms for quantitative
estimations of mixed layer properties and air-sea fluxes.

2. Data
Oceanographic observations used in this paper were extracted from database compiled for the Nordic
Seas under the INTAS-4620 project ‘The Nordic Seas in the Global Climate System’ [12,13] which
was considerably updated recently. About 2.5 million of oceanographic stations from more than 30
original sources were processed. The quality control (QC) procedures were designed to eliminate low
accuracy and biased data. For this purpose, only data measured by high quality instruments (bottle,
CTD) were accepted for analysis. The final merged, quality/duplicate controlled database for 60o82oN, 45oW-70oE geographic area contains more than 400,000 oceanographic stations with
temperature, salinity, oxygen and chemistry profiles for 1900-2009.
In addition, a new surface layer dataset has been developed. It contains more then 550 000 quality
and duplicate controlled stations with temperature and salinity within upper 5 m. Here, we did not
apply any instrumental limitations on data because they are not so critical for the upper layer due to
large natural variability.
Spatially uneven oceanographic observations were objectively analyzed to generate horizontal
gridded fields. For this purpose, temperature and salinity profiles were interpolated at standard depth
levels and integrated monthly. All observed monthly fields with measurements for 1900-2009 were
converted to gridded fields with 0.25o x 0.25o resolution by means of Intrinsic Kriging (IK). IK model
was selected because it allows to process non-stationary data with trends assessment inherent in
oceanographic data. Derived monthly gridded fields were further used for mean (climatological) fields
computing by means of arithmetic averaging for certain periods. Combined analysis of the
climatological and monthly gridded field make possible to study long-term variability in the Nordic
Seas and estimate anomalies in each particular year. It is also provide an input for quantification of
mixed layer properties and air-sea interaction.
Ocean weather ship “Mike” located at 66ºN, 2ºE is the only fixed station in the Nordic Seas which
has all required set of variables for the net heat flux calculations. It is the longest uniform and
continuous dataset in the region commenced in 1948. Oceanographic profiles and meteorological
parameters are taken synchronously at the same location that considerably reduces uncertainty derived
from variables spatial interpolation.
3. Air-sea heat fluxes
There are many limitations in estimating of air-sea heat fluxes based on ship borne data. We
decided to use following methods which correspond to the requirements. Shortwave incoming
radiation was calculated by using Reed’s formula [17]. An albedo data were extracted from satellite
array constructed by Taskanen and described in [20]. At clear sky incoming radiation parameterization
the EPA model [1] was utilized. Longwave radiation was parameterized by the Southampton
Oceanography Centre formula for mid-high latitudes [11]. It was developed and tested especially for
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Net heat flux anomaly, [W/m2]

mid latitudes. Turbulent heat fluxes were calculated by using COARE (Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
Response Experiment, 1990-2003) algorithm [5,6]. Initially that algorithm was developed by using
COARE measurements, albeit with a relatively limited wind speed range (0–12 m/s), and has been
used by many research groups for heat flux analyses (more than 200 citations) [5]. However, it has
also been used outside the Tropics in a wide variety of conditions, raising obvious questions about its
applicability in colder waters, mid latitudes, and much higher wind speeds. The algorithm was
‘globalized’ in the sense that, wherever possible, physical variables are computed as functions of
ambient conditions (e.g., temperature, latitude, solar heat flux) rather than hardwired to tropical
values. The recent changes and claimed preciseness have made COARE one of the best bulk-based
heat flux algorithms to be used in the mid-high latitudes [6].
The net heat flux calculated from OWS “Mike” data is shown on Figure 1. There are three distinct
pikes. The first occurred at the end of 60s, the second in the beginning of 80s and the last one appeared
in the mid 90s.
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Figure 1. Averaged net heat flux anomaly time series calculated from OWS ‘Mike’ data

Heat flux anomalies, [W/m2]

The biggest contribution into the total heat flux has been made by the sensible and latent heat
fluxes (f
Figure 2). It means that during the indicated periods there were some processes which sharpen
temperature gradients between the ocean and the atmosphere. Possible causes of sharp temperature
changes will be discussed in section 5.
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Figure 2. Averaged sensible heat flux anomaly (blue, dotted line) and latent heat flux anomaly
(solid, red line)
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4. Mixed layer depth
Oceanographic mixed layer (ML) is not as well investigated and sampled as the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL). There are some simple explanations of this discrepancy. First reason is sparse
coverage and low vertical/temporal of the oceanographic variables required for the ML appropriate
definition. Second, the mixed layer depth (MLD) definition is not straightforward and different
algorithms give potentially dissimilar results. There are three main groups of methods:
1. Threshold methods (Finite difference criterions)
2. Gradient methods
3. Curvature of profiles
Other algorithms such as ‘Step-function least squares regression’ method [14], ‘Integral depthscale’ method, ‘Trapping’ method [16], ‘Split and merge’ [15] are not being widely used because of
their complexity of automation, auxiliary information and expert presence requirements [21].
Historical oceanographic data quite often have low vertical resolution and contain errors. The only
applicable groups of algorithms are the ‘Threshold’ methods. But the results may have very big errors
(up to 50 m) because of the algorithm and data limitations. The MLD for the OWS ‘Mike’ for the
entire set of oceanographic data has been calculated by using of all listed above methods, but the
results were quite far from the reality. We should note that Mike’s time series have been sampled by
bottles before 2002, with low vertical resolution. After 2002 year profiles are getting obtained by the
CTD sounding. We repeated calculations for the period and correlated the results with the net heat flux
(Figure 3). The correlation coefficient was equal 0.7-0.8 depending on algorithm of MLD definition.
Good correspondence clearly shows that for correct definition of the ML properties high quality data
are essential.
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Figure 3. Inter comparison of the MLD and net heat flux

5. Discussion
It is well known that during the period of instrumental observations ocean properties in the Nordic
Seas undergo several stages in hydrographic regime. Periods with stable regime were alternated with
abrupt changes. To estimate temporal and spatial variability of water properties we used gridded
monthly climatology briefly described in the section 2.
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of temperature (a) and salinity (b) at 50 m in April
Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of anomalies of temperature and salinity for different
periods with stable regimes relative to 1957-1990 mean. The late 50s – early 60s period was
characterized by warmer and saltier conditions. At the end of 60s the sea surface temperature (SST)
was reduced while salinity background remained positive. It favored (‘preconditioning’) the deep
convection development. Response of the ocean to the abnormal cooling was consisted in increasing
of temperature and salinity under the surface in the Atlantic domain of the Nordic Seas due to Atlantic
water sinking, as seen on the isopycnic surface 1028 kg/m3 (Figure 5). Contrary, in the Arctic Domain
(the Greenland and Iceland Seas) extremely cold and fresh surface waters were transported to greater
depths. The isopycnic surface corresponds to the depth of ‘overflow’ waters. It means that the sharp
decreasing of air temperature during the late 60s caused both an intensification of convection in the
Nordic Seas and changes of the overflow water properties. Indicated air temperature decrease seen
both in the Mike and Torshavn meteorological station records (Figure 5). Positive subsurface
temperature and salinity anomalies in the eastern areas of the Nordic Seas formed during this cooling
event continued for almost 10 years and started to disappear with the emergence of water
restratification triggered by the Great Salinity Anomaly propagation (GSA).
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Figure 5. Temperature (a) and salinity (b) properties on 28.0 isopycnal surface (25-1000m)
The GSA entered the Nordic Seas at the end of 70s and propagated to the Arctic for five years
[2,3,4] since 1976 until 1981 (figure 4). New low salinity anomaly of Arctic origin was advected in the
mid-90s. The late-90s characterized by general temperature and salinity increase continued up to 2009.
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Figure 6. Sea surface temperature and sea air temperature on stations Mike and Torshavn
Low air temperature picks (figure 6) around the late-60s, late-70s and mid-90s we regard as a
consequence of the amplified ice export from the Arctic Ocean, what is confirmed by ice edge position
migration [18,19]. Additional evidence comes from the Hadley Centre sea ice and sea surface
temperature data set (HadISST) [16]. Each period of raised ice export was corresponded with the huge
heat loss from the sea and MLD deepening.

6. Conclusions
The paper is focusing on the interrelationships between heat fluxes and the mixed layer depth. The
heat fluxes and mixed layer depth were calculated by means of state-of-the-art algorithms. Historical
oceanographic data for the Nordic Seas and OWS ‘Mike’ were extracted from ODB and combined
with meteorological records. High correlation between heat fluxes and mixed layer depth has been
found at OWS ‘Mike’ location for 2002-2009. Different hydrographic regimes in the Nordic Seas
regulate the intensity of vertical exchange and properties of the upper mixing layer as seen from
anomaly fields.
Temporal and spatial variability of main oceanographic parameters depict strong correlation
between heat fluxes, the ML properties and large-scale characteristics of the water masses. The
interrelation between air-sea heat fluxes and sea ice export from the Arctic Ocean has been confirmed.
Both the mixed layer depth and the net heat flux are increasing during cold periods.
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